These requisites
An Essay on paper.

“It is very much otherwise, however, with the paper on which the picture is to be
taken; and we believe that many incipient photographers have thrown up the art in
despair, because they did not happen to use good paper, and were not aware that
their want of success could be owing to this cause. It is to be hoped that ere long the
trials, now in the hands of more than one experimentalist, will result in the use of
glass plates, or some fabric more perfect than any paper at present in use. The
desirable qualities in paper are a smooth, fine, and uniform texture, with a sizing so
strong, that the paper is not bibulous when put into water, and especially the
absence of all chemicals, sometimes employed in its manufacture. These requisites
have usually been found, in a tolerable degree, in a yellow post, bearing the
watermark, Whatman, Turkey-mill, and better in old than in new specimens. Until
some fabric of better qualities is produced, the photographer should examine all the
varieties of paper he can find, in which he will be assisted by dipping them in water ;
and having selected and marked the most perfect specimens, he should subject them
to a comparative trial of the whole process, to discover the best.”
Here Dr John Adamson in his 1849 article on the Talbotype is found discussing the
qualities required for Calotype paper. For me the stand out sentence is “These
requisites have usually been found, in a tolerable degree, in a yellow post, bearing
the watermark, Whatman, Turkey-mill, and better in old than in new specimens”.
Eight years earlier Robert Hunt in the first book about photography “ A Popular
Treatise on the art of photography “ prescribed “ A paper known to stationers as
satin post, double glazed bearing the mark of J Whatmans Turkey Mill is decidedly
superior to every other kind I have tried “.
What did Dr John mean by Yellow post ? Why and who were Whatmans ? And why
were older papers better than new ? What does double glazed mean when referring
to paper .
Also having had the great pleasure of seeing first hand at the St Andrews Special
Collections at Martyrs Kirk the Govan Album and Album 24 a collection of fine prints
by Robert Adamson and David Octavius Hill I was struck by how white the whites are
in their prints . For example this famous image at Fishergate.

Courtesy of St Andrews University Library. ID Alb-77-4.
Look at how white the whites are and how intense the blacks are. Is this an
optical illusion caused by the contrasts of Hill’s Chiaroscuro or is it the paper . I
asked David Bruce and he said it was down to the paper . Sara Stevenson “with
only one or two exceptions in thousands of photographs , Hill and Adamson
were consistent in their affection for Whatmans Turkey Mill.” But Dr John
clearly says it’s yellow ! I asked Larry Schaaf and he sensibly pointed out that
it was impossible to gauge how white a 175 year old paper was when it was
made . I promised I would investigate and this article is the result.
The Calotype was Talbot’s discovery of September 1840 and was the beginning
of modern photography the forerunner to the film negative. It was made on
fine writing paper and had the significant advantage over its rival the
Daguerreotype in that it could be duplicated many times.
Like Hill and Adamson the inventor of the Calotype William Henry Fox Talbot
favoured paper made by Whatmans .

Whatmans paper was the most famous paper maker in Britain . Indeed it’s
brand was also famous for its quality in Europe where it was sometimes in
modern terms pirated. Fake Whatmans paper was produced in France ,
Germany and Austria.
James Whatman started manufacturing paper in 1733 his mill was situated on
the river Len just East of Maidstone in Kent , and is credited with the discovery
of Wove paper in 1756 . His successor James II invented a paper whitening
process using laundry blue . In 1790 William Balston took over mill operations
after Whatman suffered a stroke . William Balston was an expert paper maker
who had learn the art under Whatman himself. In 1796 Balston went into
partnership with two local businessmen. And in 1805 William Balston decided
to go it alone setting up another mill to the West of Maidstone on the River
Medway. This was the first paper mill to be powered by steam. The
Hollingworth brothers continued manufacturing paper at the original Turkeymill.
Crucially both mills had rights to the Whatman watermark” J Whatman “ until
eventually things came to a head and Hollingworths papers were distinguished
from Balston paper by the addition of the words Turkey Mill or Turkey mills to
the watermark mark.
Despite the rivalry between the Turkey and Springfield mills it was in their
interests to come each others aid from time to time . The public paid little
attention to the fact that two different companies produced “Whatmans “
paper . What hurt one company could easily hurt the other.
I suspect that because the name Turkey Mill is so memorable that now as then
the fact that there were two mills bearing the watermark J Whatman is
overlooked. It is also certain that the paper of each mill differed from the
other . Particularly as time went on and the Turkey Mill was increasingly
mechanised.

James Alison by Robert Adamson and David Octavius Hill. 1843 to 1847.
On Whatmans paper. The question is , did this sheet of paper continue with
the words “Turkey Mill “
Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.

Newhaven group. Hill and Adamson.
Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.

Newhaven group. Hill and Adamson.
Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.

It intrigues me that Robert Adamson chose to use paper with the watermark
across the body of the picture. It looks as if there is a sample from each of the
Whatmans mills . May be this was his way of recording how each variety
reacted to the Calotype process. Certainly advice in several Calotype manuals
was to inspect for flaws in the paper including watermarks and reject any such
papers.

Whatmans invention of Wove paper superseded Laid paper . Put very very
simply Wove paper in contrast to laid is just a plain sheet of paper when
viewed in transmitted light . Laid paper when held up to the light has lines in it.
The finest papers were made from the best raw materials with the greatest of
care and only the finest sheets were selected.

Laid Paper.

The raw materials for making papers during the brief Calotype era of the 1840s
and 1850s were linen, cotton and hemp sourced from old rags , new cuttings ,
old rope and sail cloth to name but a few . Some would have been clean and
others dirty or even mouldy. The supply of these was often irregular and there
was often a shortage of the best white linens and rags . White paper especially
white writing paper was the best and composed almost entirely of the whitest
linens rags. The selection of the best rags for the best paper was down to the
skill of the rag sorters. The shortage of high quality rags may explain why the
papers of some years were better than others.
After sorting the rags were converted into pulp . This was done by what was
known as a washer beater driven by the mills waterwheel . This was a very
skilled operation, only marginally less so than making a sheet of paper by
hand.

The pulp was then diluted with water to a milk like consistency ready for the
vatman to make his sheet. This was done by separating the fibre from the
water in which it was suspended, using a sieve like construction – the mould ,
which allowed the water to pass through leaving the paper on its wire cover .
The sheet was separated from the mould by a member of the team known as
the Coucher who transferred it onto a woollen cloth by means of a combined
rotary and pressing action . The separated sheets were then taken to a drying
loft . Here the sheets were air dried . As drying proceeded the paper became
stronger but was still unsuitable for use with ink , watercolour or indeed
photographic chemicals.
The next stage of the process was to Size the paper . This was carried out in
order to give the paper strength and prevent the inks , paints or chemicals
saturating the paper. Gelatine was predominantly used in England and starch
on the continent.
Gelatine was derived from Animal hides and could be fleshings off the inner
side of the hide or the trimmings from the skin tissue . The latter was produced
by using quicklime which de haired the hide . The liming produced a calcium
gelatinate. The tannery usually produced the gelatine and the paper mill
washed out the surplus lime. Sheep trimmings produced a weaker gelatine but
a whiter paper . Different weights of paper required different strengths of
sizing, Light weight hard writing paper needing a weaker solution than say a
heavy watercolour paper. The strongest gelatine produced from tanners
cuttings reduced the whiteness of the paper. The elder Whatman inherited a
tanning business and would have been able to know which parts of the hide to
accept or reject.
The paper was sized in a metal tub filled with a solution of gelatine and heated
to between 50 and 60 degrees. Alum (potash alum) was added to bind the
gelatine to the paper . Sheets of paper were immersed in the tub until
saturated and then removed to a press where the excess gelatine was
squeezed out . The paper was then allowed to cool and taken to a drying loft
to air dry . Hurrying the process by using heat produced inferior papers. The
best mills ensured their utensils were keep scrupulously clean. Some mills
never cleaned them which gave a dirty dull cast to the paper.
The ph of Whatmans gelatine sized papers was 4.5 to 5.0. Limed hide reacted
well to Alum. The ph is interesting . Many modern papers need to be acidified

in order to work with the Calotypes finely balanced chemistry. Indeed Robert
Hunt in has 1853 Manual of Photography recommended acidifying some
otherwise good papers with nitric acid. It should be noted that Whatmans
paper produced with Alum have lasted more than two centuries.
My experience of gelatine sized papers is that they produce intense blacks and
good whites. The great French photographer of the 1850s Gustav Le Gray had
a Calotype process where Isinglass was used , Isinglass being a very high quality
gelatine made from fish bladders . His country man Eduard Baldus had a
gelatine process which preserved the paper up to a week and the dry plate
processes of Norris Hill and Chas Long in the late 1850s used meta gelatine
(heated) to preserve the plates for several weeks , although the down side was
a loss of speed during exposure.
After sizing the paper was sorted for faults and graded into various qualities ,
the best being white writing . Lower grades but still white were used for
printing and copy papers . Finishing or perfecting generally involved further ,
dry pressing and in some cases “glazing”. This process originally involved
hammering , slicking with a smooth stone , or the use of a Glazing wheel to
buff the surface . In later years this achieved by pressing rollers . Double glazed
simply meant that it was pressed numerous times .
The Calotype coincided with increasing mechanisation of the paper industry.
And various methods to reduce costs which were detrimental to the Calotype.
The industry started to use Rosin to size the paper , the advantage being that it
could be added to the pulp and before sheet formation thus eliminating the
expensive process of sizing with Gelatine.
The quality of rag was also reduced as the industry used more cotton in the
process , an increased reliance on inferior rags was enabled by bleaching with
chlorine gas . Thus inferior materials were used for finer papers.
Interestingly of the two mills the Hollingworths at the Turkey Mill became
increasingly mechanised ceasing production of hand made paper in 1857 .
Remarkably the Springfield Mill resisted mechanisation until 1932 when it
acquired a Fourdrinier machine .
After sizing the sheets were then counted in to Quires and Reams . A quire was
24 sheets and a ream was 20 quires (480 sheets).

Below is an undated stock list of weights and sizes made by Whatmans. It
doesn’t reveal the mill . The colours of the thinner writing papers were blue
laid, blue wove , cream laid , cream Wove and Yellow Wove .
In the nineteenth century paper termed post was a writing paper varying in
size.
Small Post Octavo 4.5 x 7.0 inches
Small Post Quarto 7.0 x9.0 inches
Large Post Octavo 5.0 x 8.0 inches
Large Post Quarto 8.0 x 10.0 inches.

Or roughly Half plate to Whole plate in Victorian photographic terms. The
arrival of the Penny Black and the birth of the modern postal system in 1840
having an impact on the paper industries nomenclature.

From an advert by Antoine Claudets blue glass studio.

The Talbotype portrait sizes equate to the “post” paper sizes listed above.

In the stock list there is no White paper listed but there is a yellow paper.
Given that the aim when producing a writing paper was to be as white and
smooth as possible this is intriguing. The use of blue writing paper was the
fashion during the mid nineteenth century. In 2003 Katherine Ermin, James
Tate and James Berry analysed some of the Calotypes by Robert Adamson and
David Octavius Hill . They also found that in some instances that they varied
the maker of paper and that sometimes the paper contained smalt.
Smalt was tiny particles of cobalt (blue) added as a blue pigment to the rags
during manufacture to produce a colour corrected paper . Today, commercial
bright white paper manufacture still uses a similar process, called ‘OBA’s’,
abbreviation for Optical Brightening Agents as do some domestic washing
powders.
As well as being a bleaching agent Cobalt was used as a colouring agent for
painters , ceramicists and glass makers . The use of Smalt was invented by Dutch
paper makers during the eighteenth century or according to some sources the
younger Whatman.

Given that William Balston was an expert papermaker and had been
apprentice to Whatman . I wonder if the use of smalt distinguishes the paper
produced at Springfield to that of the Turkey Mill.
The Calotype below of Miss A Shaw is one of four probably taken on the same
day on four different varieties of paper. It is a Smalt containing paper with a
visible Whatman water mark presumably on the reverse. They are all inscribed

“Octo” on the reverse.

Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.

Plainly it has a different tone to the Calotype of James Alison. This could be the
paper but also it could be down to the fixing method used , the conditions it
has been stored in or just plain aging. Which mill made it ? Was the name
Turkey Mill used indiscriminately not taking into account that there were
two mills incorporating J Whatman in the watermark.
And the inscription of Octo is to Ermine, Tate and Berry code for a Chemical
variation . But on investigation it is short for October .

Returning to the mystery of the Yellow post , I found the following exchange
during an inquisition in a Parliamentary Report from the select Committee on
Printing and Stationery in July 1822.

What do you mean by Yellow Wove paper ?– It has no lines in it – No wire
marks in it .
It is so called because of the texture and colour is it not ? – because there is no
wire mark in it.
Is it possible for all sorts of paper to be yellow wove ? -if there is no wire mark
in it.
Are any of those papers Yellow wove (showing him sundry papers ) – six of
them are on printing demy
On Yellow wove ? – Sometimes it is yellow ; sometimes it is one colour
sometimes another , just as they send it in .
So may be the term Yellow referred to a Wove paper with no wire marks. And
perhaps this was originally derived from the colour especially if it was sized
with strong gelatine.
There is no denying that numerous Calotypes held in the Scottish National
Gallery are of a yellow hue.

Modern Calotype on the white Ruscombe Timothy 2 cotton gelatine sized
papers. Fixed with Sodium Thiosulphate. Robert Bingham’s 1847 process.
Rob Douglas 2016.

As hinted at above , Hill and Adamson used more than one variety of paper in
Miss A Shaw ’ s portraits.

On thin white Smalt Containing paper.

Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.

Notice the art work in her left hand.

On off White paper no Smalt.

Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.

Notice the art work.

On off White Paper no Smalt.

Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.

Obviously there was a choice of more than one variety of paper . But
there really wasn’t many varieties of paper to pick from . In fact we
probably have more choice today with Canson Marker , Canson
Opalux , Canson Calque, Bienfang 360 , Ruscombe Timothy 2,
Ruscombe Chateau Vellum , Clear print 2000 , and hahnemuele
layout block.
.
Process
BB Turner

Date

Calotype paper
thick paper almost watercolour paper.

Bingham

1847 Thick yellow post Turner Chafford mill

Brewster

1843 Smooth surface close even texture

Brodie

1853 Nash

Buckle

printing paper

Nash

Good English Paper

Calvert Richard Jones

1845 Whatmams

Chas Long

1854 Whatmans , Turner of Chafford mills

Canson or Towgoods

Cundell

1853 R Turner Chafford Mill

Whatman Turkey Mill

Cundell

1844 R Turner Chafford Mill

Whatman Turkey Mill

Dr Hugh Diamond

1856 Whatmans , Turner of chafford mills

Dr Keith

1856 canson,whatmans Turner, Rive (waxed process)

Furlong

1856 Turners , Whatmans ,Hollingworth,Cowan

Henneman

1862 Turner , Whatman

Hill and Adamson
John Adamson
John Muir Wood
Llewellyn
Maitland

Whatmans Turkey mill
1849 Whatmans Turkey Mill yellow post
Canson,Hollingworth,Turner,Whatman
1856 Turner of Chafford Mills
Turner of Chafford Mill

Otte

1858 Gelatine sized English paper

Playfair

1842 The best of Whatmans Paper

Nash

Robert Hunt

1841 Satin post double glazed J Whatman

Samuel Smith

1852 Turner of Chafford Mills

Samuel Smith

1852 R Turner Chafford Mill

Stewart

1856 Whatmans, canson , papier saxe

Talbot

Whatmans

Thomas Rodger

1856

pirie & son, Cowan, Turner

Thomas Sutton

1855 Hollingworths

Canson

Thornthwait

1852 Turners,Whatmans,Canson,Sandfords

Thornthwaite

1843 Whatmans turkey mill

As can be seen during the 1840s and 1850s the chief competition to
Whatmans was R Turner of Chafford Mill and what is also interesting
is that during the 1850s paper sold for making Calotypes by the
Turkey Mill was branded Hollingworths.
Chafford Mill is first mentioned in 1757 and is situated on the River
Medway just south of Penshurst in Kent close to the Sussex border.
Richard Turner acquired the mill in 1833.
His paper received many glowing reviews by the English Calotypists.
Dr Diamond in Sparlings manual of 1856.
“ Turners paper of the Chafford Mills make is greatly preferred, and
therefore I will presume that to be used , and of a medium thickness
. The great fault of Turners papers consists in the frequent
occurrence of spots , depending on minute portions of brass coming
from the machinery , or from the rims of buttons left in the rag when
being reduced to pulp ; and thus a single button will contaminate a
large option of paper . Occasionally these particles are so large that
they reduce the silver solutions to the metallic state , which is
formed on the paper ; at other times they are so minute as to simply
decompose the solution , and white spots are left , much injuring
the effect of the picture.

Oyster boat . Hill and Adamson.

Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.

Whatmans paper is much more free from blemishes , but is not so
fine and compact in its texture , the skies in particular exhibiting a

minutely speckled appearance, and the whole texture of much less
definition.”.
Llewellyn 1856 (sparling)
“The paper which I use is manufactured by Turner of Chafford Mills,
and bears the water mark of Turner’s patent Talbotype. It is not free
from faults ; black specks , arising from brass and iron used in its
manufacture will often appear , but it is a firm compact texture and
makes good negatives , free from wholeness which is fatal to other
samples of paper which are in other respects are superior.”
Croucher 1853
Whatmans or Turners Superfine yellow post is generally
recommended.
Cundell 1844 the best I have met with is a fine satin post paper made
by Robert Turner Chafford Mill
Robert Bingham 1847 photographic Manipulation
Goes into some detail in finding a good Calotype paper and is very
thorough in his description. His manual is excellent with its insights
and advice.
10). Paper, — The selection of good paper is the most important and
troublesome matter the photographer has to contend with. There
are a great many points to be attended to in choosing paper fitted
for photographic processes. In the first place, it is essential the paper
should be quite uniform in thickness. This may be ascertained by
holding it between the eye and a strong light : a gas or candle light is
preferable to daylight . It will be found on examining most paper in
this way, that the sheet is full of irregularities in thickness, and very
often minute holes may be detected. These defects exist mostly in
very highly glazed thin papers. A moderately thick paper is not at all

objectionable, provided it has been made without sulphate of lime ;
this is an impurity which occurs in some kinds and should be carefully
avoided. The paper should be well sized, for it is found that the
organic matter in the size renders the paper, when prepared, much
more sensitive ; but it is also important in another respect, for the
photographer will sometimes find that, upon applying the solutions,
transparent patches will appear, i, e., the solution will penetrate
quite through the paper in some parts, while the rest will dry
properly on the surface. This will be found to be the case in nearly all
new paper. It appears to be essential that the size should have had
some time to get hard and insoluble, for we have never found this
defect in old paper. Several descriptions have been made by the
manufacturers purposely for the calotype, &c. ; but, being new, they
are all more or less liable to this defect. It has been stated that this
may be overcome by applying a varnish on one side of the paper, but
we have not obtained any good results by this plan.

Courtesy of Glasgow University Library.

Hill and Adamson . Linlithgow. Inverted scan notice the black spots where the chemistry
failed to adhere. Also notice that the watermark is J Whatman signifying the Springfield Mill.

A paper having much blue in its composition should be avoided. The
colouring matter contains several substances which considerably
injure a good photograph. It generally gives a disagreeable dirty
appearance to the light parts. This defect exists in some of
Whatmans papers, which otherwise would be excellent. A
description known as thick yellow wove post, made by Turner,
Chatford Mill, is decidedly the best paper we have found for the

calotype process. It should be chosen as old as possible ; we have
some made in 1840, and find it excellent; the only defect is that a
number of little brown spots appear when the iodide of potassium is
applied : these consist of iodide of iron ; but this defect is fully
counterbalanced by other advantages. This year's paper will not do,
for the reason stated 10).
I have no doubt that Hill and Adamson tried Turners paper.Some of
their Calotypes are annotated “fine” which would tie in with
Crouchers description.
Once again the terms yellow wove and post are used. I have had the
great pleasure and privilege in handling the sleeved Calotypes from
the Maitland Album held in the Special Collections at St Andrews and
the majority have a yellow hue . Whether this is the paper is
debatable. Some were foxed from poor storage, others were
stained by the gallic acid and some may have been fixed with
Bromide which with some papers doesn’t remove the primrose silver
iodide. The paper was certainly of a good thickness and not very
transparent.

Example of a Calotype fixed with Bromide. (R Douglas 2016)

Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland. Reverend

Hill and Adamson.

Dr Robert Smith Candlish.

Maitland seemed to have struggled with the Calotype because
with one or two exceptions the Calotypes are a bit of a mess and a
poor advertisement for Turners paper.

By kind permission of St Andrews University Library.

By Kind permission of St Andrews University Library.

This one intrigues me , this is not mounted, how did he get a straight
border with out the chemicals running ? The red sky signifies over
exposure . The border gives a good idea of the paper colour but with
the caveats already given.
The way the paper was cut either by the supplier or by Maitland was
remarkably consistent. The cropped water mark reading
Photographic R Tur in several instances.
Some also read the complete R Turner Photographic and others
Turner Chafford Mill. Indicating two batches of paper purchased at

different times . It is likely that Maitland followed Talbot’s method
for the Calotype . In which case my above criticism is a bit unfair.
As with Llewellyn some of Samuel Smiths calotypes are watermarked
R Turner Patent Talbotype. This paper was produced for Fox Talbot
during the 1840s. Part of the conditions of the use of his process as
an amateur was that you purchased the paper from his business
partner Nicolass Henneman.
William Holland Furlonge in photographic notes 1st Jan 1856 sums up
the frustration of the Calotypist very nicely . Furlonge had been
instrumental in the development of the Calotype in St Andrews in
the early 1840s . He had returned to Ireland but still kept in touch
with what was going on in the mainland . It looks as if he was still
making Calotypes . As well regularly visiting the mainland. It is very
intriguing.
“Many varieties are to be met with which yield good results , such as
Turners , Whatmans and Hollingworths, but I do not hesitate after
long experience at aver , that of the paper of all these makers and of
every other , one ream may prove good , and another worthless ;
while on the other hand , one may happen to hit upon a most
valuable lot of paper amongst certain descriptions utterly unknown
to photographic fame and even amongst kinds which at first sight
would appear to offer no chance of proving suitable . I may mention ,
as an example , that several years ago when perfectly au desespoir
(tho I selected that of every maker of reputation) I selected from Mr
Cowan of Edinburgh a quire of each of a dozen varieties of his papers
, and amongst them I found one which was the best Calotype paper I
have ever met before or since . It was a common scrawl paper ,
worth 4d or 5d per quire , called Pott and weighing 14lbs to the ream
. It was very thin and hard and proved perfectly free from spots and
blemishes of every kind . Unfortunately I did not return to Edinburgh
for some weeks afterwards and when I called to secure the whole of
the parcel , I found it had been sold , and upon trying another lot of

exactly the same description, it proved to be completely worthless,
and I never could get another quire of the same sort of paper that
was of the slightest of use. Similar instances have occurred to
several of my photographic friends , some of them really curious and
worth relating : but the some of the whole matter is simply this ; we
cannot avoid the conclusion that at present the composition
mechanical arrangement and (especially as I believe) the chemical
composition of the size of a paper perfectly suitable for the Calotype
is quite unknown . It would be a great boon to photographers if
Messrs Turner , Whatman & co , would each engage a photographer
to experiment upon papers made in various ways are their mills . I
am satisfied they would quickly arrive at the truth , and that the
results even in a pecuniary point of view , would soon repay the
expense of the experiments. At present, however the best course to
adopt , is to take a few sheets of paper of several makers , to Iodize
and wash them at the same time , and under exactly the same
circumstances , and then take pictures upon each of them of the
same object , with the same lens and as nearly as possible in the
same light , and of course developing them in the same manner. This
Tho troublesome is a course which will be found to save time in the
end , for if a very good paper should be hit upon , the operator can
secure a stock of it which he has the satisfaction of knowing
improves the longer it is kept.”

Charles Cowan of Valleyfield Papermaker. Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.
Robert Adamson and David Octavius Hill.
This of course raises the intriguing possibility that Hill and Adamson
may have tried his paper.

It is interesting that Furlonge lists Turner’s ,Whatman’s and
Hollingworths .
It is fair to say that we still experience these problems today. Canson
recently changed their otherwise excellent marker paper and it now
needs to be acidified. Ruscombe Timothy 2 is usually excellent but
sometimes the texture and thickness of the paper is irregular. Every
new batch of paper has to be tested usually with some trepidation.
The Hollingworths at Turkey Mill started to produce paper for the
Calotype market during the 1850s. And it seems that they made it to
order. It’s principle exponent was Thomas Sutton one of the most
active photographic experimenters of the 1850’s and the editor of
photographic notes .
Thomas Sutton in his monthly periodical Photographic notes covered
the contemporary frustration with finding a decent paper . He
favoured a paper made by the Hollingworth paper mill but whether
this was because he genuinely considered it to be a superior paper or
because he sold that brand is open to debate.
He observed that in the English Calotype process no organic
substance was present in the Iodizing solution , and that ultimate
success was dependant on the quality of the paper. Where as with
the continental there was nearly always a substance such as whey ,
rice water, gum arabic or even honey present .
He had made the acquaintance of M Flacheron of Rome and was
extremely impressed by his Calotypes. Flacheron kindly supplied
him with the only paper that he used namely a “ a very thin and
highly glazed paper “ bearing the mark J Whatman 1849.

On his return to England Sutton contacted Whatmans to procure a
quantity of the same paper. He had been told that it improved with
age . The paper made for him bore the name Hollingworth & Co .
Not the same mill that had made Flacheron’s paper ! Most
Calotypists associated Whatmans with thick paper which resembled
drawing paper . By this time (1856) the Calotypist was seeking a
sharp result and that with the thick Whatmans paper this aim was
scarcely possible the skies gave the appearance of salt and pepper
but that the blacks were intense and the highlights were very clean
and white.
He concluded that the mode of sizing their paper , employed by
Messrs Hollingworth was particularly favourable. However the paper
was not free from defects particularly metallic spots and he
considered that they came from the plate of the cylinder in the final
process of hot pressing.
Sutton observed that Hollingworths paper was slightly greasy , but
considered this to be an advantage. Later Sutton received two
specimens of paper from the mill both of which were clean and free
from specks more so than Flacherons paper and in other respects
just as good. He returned to them a report of the satisfactory trial
and with them a sample of their thin paper which had been made to
order by another Jerseyman. A sample which did not yield such good
results. He enquired about the difference theorising that it contained
more gelatin. His idea was correct the mill said the the inferior
paper had been hard sized . Hollingworths had 40 reams of the
superior paper and it been aged for a long time. Sutton of course
purchased the entire stock and set about marketing it.
In the letter to Sutton from Hollingworths there is the infamous line
“ We are not particular in supplying your Profession as we consider
you very whimmy. A photographer should be a paper maker ., and
then he would know the difficulty of pleasing “ !

Sutton claimed it to be free from specks , that it waxed perfectly
without granulation , and that it was suitable for both positive and
negative. Giving perfect blacks and pure clean whites and that half
tones and details of foliage could be achieved and that the sky does
not solarium by over exposure. The perfect paper seemingly !
He later stated in a comparison “Turners patent Talbotype paper is
“hand made “ Hollingworths thin paper now on sale around Bland
and Long is machine made. The latter shows the wire mark more
than the former , until it is finally waxed , and then this defect
disappears. It is much thinner than Turners and I imagine not much
more than half the weight being only 16 lbs to the ream It has been
most carefully made and is cleaner and freer from spots than any
paper I have met with . “
“ I am endeavouring to induce Messrs Hollingworth to make me 20
or 30 reams of hand made , but it is uncertain whether they will or
no , and even if they do , there is always a doubt about every fresh
sample of paper “.
The wire marks he refers to are from the wove and the modern
Bienfang 360 exhibits this too probably because it is so thin and light
. Unlike the Hollingworths paper these don’t disappear upon waxing.
Bland and Long of Fleet Street became the outlet for this paper.
Whatman’s and Turner’s papers reacted differently to the finely
balanced chemistry of the Calotype . According to Henneman who
was originally Talbot’s assistant and later his business partner.
Whatmans could endure a stronger solution of gallo nitrate and keep
for up to 24 hours where as Turners needed a weaker solution but
would keep only for 10 hours.

Bland and Long 1856.

Notice that they catered for the time pressed amateur photographer
by producing their own Iodized paper for the Calotype and that both
Whatman’s and Turners had Calotype and positive printing paper.
Thornthwaits 1852 catalogue lists
Turners positive and negative papers
Whatmans positive and negative papers
Canson Freres positive and negative papers
Sandford positive and negative papers
Horne and Co positive
Plus iodized paper but no mention of which brand.
The Sandford mill was South of Oxford on the River Thames and
primarily catered for the University.
Thomas Sutton in his 1855 Calotype manual lists
Hollingworths negative paper both plain and Iodized.
Canson positive paper both plain and Albumenized.
This brings us to paper for the positive process . The printing process
is no where near as sensitive as the Calotype and paper choice is less
critical . As a result there is not so much mention of paper choice
and where it is then details are short and to the point with few
elaborations. Robert Bingham is the exception. John Adamson and
Robert Bingham recommended a paper made by Nash who had a
mill at Hemel Hempstead.
“For obtaining the positive pictures (§ 30), the texture of the paper is
not of so much consequence. We find the best for this purpose to be
a variety manufactured by Nash; it contains no water-mark, and is

very white: it also contains a small quantity of the chloride of lime
used for bleaching the paper, but which is accidentally a great
advantage, for the silver wash may be applied without any previous
preparation of the paper ; and the chlorine exists in the paper in the
proper equivalent proportion. We have seen some very fine pictures
said to have had their negative photographs taken (§ 30) upon this
paper, but we confess that in our hands it has not proved at all
successful for this purpose. The defect is, it is too new (§ 10); and the
positive pictures obtained are very coarse and woolly in appearance .
Certainly the example below is significantly different in appearance
to the Calotypes made on Whatmans paper.

D O Hill negative P on paper watermarked T NASH.
Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.

Dr John Adamson advised that there was no need to pre salt this
paper because of the existence of the chloride of lime. And as always
with Dr John you must believe that this is tried and tested . And I
wonder how much contact the Adamson’s had with their
contemporaries South of the border or how much information
passed north of the border.
Personally I can vary the tone of a print by my choice of paper with
out changing the chemistry..

The Mole at Betchworth printed on Canson Moulin Du Roy.

The Mole at Betchworth printed on Canson Marker.
It would seem to me that Hill and Adamson must have printed on
very white paper or at least moved on to printing with such a paper.
Certainly whiter than the Whatmans paper used for their Calotypes.
Adamson appears to have exposed for the highlights unlike the
modern habit of exposing for the shadows. Yet he could print the
merest detail. The pure whites in his prints are incredibly hard to
achieve . The intense blacks in his Calotypes are enhanced say with
ink or graphite certainly something opaque. And indeed Hill seems to
have had no problem enhancing some details . His Calotypes were
indeed works of art in more than one way. You can make blacks
blacker but you cannot whiten what is not there already. Conversely
there are no pure whites in many of his Calotypes but plenty of
yellow.

Deer Stalker . Finlay. Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.

Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.

Dennistoun

Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.

Dennistoun .

Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.

Newhaven fisherman . Hill and Adamson circa 1843.

It would appear to me that these three images are printed on
different papers. It would not surprise me if the print above is on
Whatmans .
Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.

Reverend James Brodie. Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.

Richard and Alexander Adamson. Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.

Captain Maitland , attributed to Sir David Brewster . But in the style
of Hill and Adamson. Note the art work on the cravat. If you can’t
make the whites whiter on the Calotype you can always enhance the
blacks on the print.

Image Courtesy of St Andrews University Library. ID Alb 85-9.

Print T.1942.1.2.83.2 National Museums of Scotland Collection. In a
scrap book assembled by Dr John Adamson . The fading of this very
early print revealing Adamson’s art work.

And finally in true D O Hill style . A painted Calotype.

Miss Susan Watson.

Courtesy of National Galleries Scotland.
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